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Abstract 

 

Local Celebrity Endorsers’ Effect to Brand Patronage 
With the evolution of celebrity love teams in the Philippine showbiz landscape, marketers 

have tapped these celebrities as promotional tools to advertise brands in hopes to reach their target 

markets to achieve market share growth. The rise of the teen celebrity love teams that are presently 

known in showbiz industry as AlDub, KathNiel, and JaDine, paved way to the existence of 

fandoms that are actively present in social media (Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook) expanding 

market reach beyond air times. These celebrity couples are currently some of the country’s top 

endorsers and are utilized by local and international brands hoping to build brand awareness, and 

influence their followers’ brand patronage. However, little is known about the factors that 

contribute to the influence of these celebrity endorsers to the fans’ buying behavior.  

 

The Factors that Contribute to the Influence of Celebrity Endorsers  

This study endeavored to understand the factors (1. image, 2. intensity of support, 3. 

popularity, 4. social media presence) that contribute to the influence of celebrity endorsers to the 

fans’ brand awareness, brand loyalty and to the degree of brand patronage. Another objective of 

this research is to determine if there is a relationship between these factors to the degree of brand 

patronage, and generate models that will explain the variation of these factors towards brand 

awareness, brand loyalty, and degree of brand patronage.  

 

Data Gathering and Method of Analysis 

This study employs a sample of 194 official fan members from 386 total number of 

population of three selected fans club representing the three celebrity love teams with the use of a 

self-administered survey. The results of the study were analyzed using Stepwise which then 

showed what factors are most significantly predictive to brand awareness, brand loyalty, and 

overall brand patronage. The study was able to generate models which explain the effects of the 

factors to brand awareness, brand loyalty, and overall brand patronage.  

 

The study contributes to the body of knowledge that is brand management, and further 

understands ideas concerning consumer behavior. Recommendations were offered to assist 

marketers in maximization of marketing investments when securing the services of celebrities as 

endorsers and suggested other factors be considered for further studies that will be notably relevant 

in the future.  
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